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Wolf and Dragon

There once was a boy named Wolf. He was a decendent of a Noun of shape-shifters, people that were

bound to an animal spirt. The clan lived in a Adjective mountain because they thought that humans

would fear and discriminate them. Wolf wanted to see the world to know more about life he wasn't

Verb - Past Participle living in a secluded mountain. Wolf was young but he was a great warrior he was

strong and had never once Verb - Past Tense a fight, so he was sure he could face any enemy that came his

way. Wolf decided it would be easier to travel in his animal form and so he did. He arrived at a Noun

that was being Verb - Past Participle by a red dragon. They suspected the dragon was after the village leader

because of his magic powers. Wolf gathered his Noun and set out to kill the dragon. He saw a

Noun and decided to look for the feind there. He Verb - Past Tense the dragon's presence before he

saw it. As soon as he saw the dragon Wolf attacked thinking it would be an easy victory, to his great suprise the

dragon did not yeild. Soon enough both warriors were fighting for their life and neither would yeild to the other.

They fought for hours and neither was able to gain an Noun over the other. Wolf noticed that the

dragon fought as if it was holding a Noun and he remebered that when his people transformed thei

Noun would become a part of them. As soon as he rembered that the dragon began to Verb

soon the dragon was shining very brightly. When the light died down Wolf saw a girl in the dragon's place. She

had flaming red hair and was holding a weapon. Wolf asked her for her name and she said it was Dragon. Wolf

then asked her why she had been terrorizing the village. Drago told him it was all a misunderstanding that she

needed the village leader to help her shift back. Wolf laughed and said she was probably too intuned with her

dragon



spirit but after their Adjective bout Dragon had exshausted all her magic forcing her to change back.

Wolf still impressed with Dragon's fighting skill asked Dragon to join him on his journey. Dragon agreed and

together they Verb - Past Tense the world.
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